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BY DEBBY COBB
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
The 1907 Annual Bond Day
festlvlUes wiU bring seventyone high school bands and over
8
»°°? b*ttdsm" * EM**™*8
campus this Saturday for the
Eastern - Nortnwood football
«ameThe massed bands will conslst of high school band members from all parts of the state
of Kentucky.
The gala musical affair U
coordinated this year by Mr.
Henry F. Pryse, Director of
University - School Relations,
Each year this event expands
to attendance and consequently
this year will see the most etaborate half time performance by
the massed bands so far.
The stadium will be a kaleidoscope of color as 4,069 brass
and sterling Instruments reflect
71 different kinds of braid and
satin uniforms.
The bands will begin arriving
on Eastern's campus around 9:18

a.m. j^
r#ceiTed by

y^^ ^ey wiU be Although there will be seventy Richard T. Foust; MonUcello
R.O.T.C. guides who one bands on the campus and High School, Norman Hopper;
^u assist in forming the gl- the majority of them wiU perform M. c. Napier, Barbara Anne
g^uc p«xade line up between in either the parade or half- Martin; Nicholas County High
o'Donnell and Stateland Halls. time show or both, a few bands School, Charles F. Canuppe;
The Parade will commence at will be on campus mainly to North Hardln High School, Edgar
»: 45 and proceed down Lancaster observe the proceedings.
Abbott; Oldham County
High
Avenue to Main Street, make High school bands and dl- School, James Slane; Owen Corthree right turns on Main Street rectors scheduled to attend are: ty High School, Prestonburg High
,& march up Kit Carson Drive. Adalr County High School, wiat School, Franklin Honeycutt.
-r^ parade will terminate at the Tooley; Anderson County High Putaskl County High School,
retr of case Hall parking lot School, BUI Rldeout;
Bellevue Mrs. Thelma Harris; Salyers-m, next event planned for the High School, John Coleman; ville High School, Don Fernandez;
massed bands will be a re- Berea High School, Roderick Shelby County High School, Ronhearsal on the football field Tate; Betsy Layne High School, aid E. Stopher; Standford High
followed by a chicken dinner Blllle Jean Osborne; Boone School, Larry Ball; Southern
served In the Martin Hall Park- County High School, Paul DlbaUa; High School, Marvin Ambs.
ine lot
Boyle County High School, WUWalton - Vernona High School,
in the afternoon, the bands Ham H. Reed.
James D. Layne; Westport Road
will attend the football game
Burgin High School, William High School, Edward Barrett;
sod observe Eastern's March- Gravely; Campbell County High carrard County High School,
toe Maroons as they execute School, Ashley Ward; Carroll Wallace Bobbins; Lee County
a short hantlme program of County High School, James Hac- Hlgn School, Arlle Noble, Jr.;
marching drills and music,
ker; Corbln High School, WU- priehard High School, David
Then the massed bands will 11am H. Parkey; Cumberland High Koskoski; Wayland High School,
assemble in the stadium and School, Ron Davis; Dixie Heights Mark Rice; BeU County High
create the largest and fullest High School, George W. Gartner; school, Irvine J. Franklin; Tates
musical sound ever to be heard Estlll County High School, Mike creek Senior High School, Don
on a Kentucky gridiron.
Sutton.
Trlvetto;
ShelbyvUle
High
Evarts High School, Gene Ste- School, J. Ernest Threkeld, Jr.;
wart; Falmouth High School, Carl Jackson County High School, MilSmith; Feds Creek High School, ton Perry; Georgetown High
William Mlnchkley; Fern Creek School, Leonard Drier.
High School, Thomas Walker;
Lynch High School, TomGwalFrankfort High School, Gary tney; Falrdale High School,Ralph
BY REGGIE SMITH
Junior
class.
Duncan; Gallatln County High Westmoreland; Hazel Green High
PROGRESS NEWS EDITOR
The sophomore elections were School, Gordon Hendrin; Hartan School, Clavln Whitt; James A.
The unofficial results of last led by Jim Marcum, the presi- High School, Lloyd P. Webb; Hen- Caywood High School, Kenneth
weeks class elections have been dential candidate from West ry County High School, W. Mason Simpson; Washington County
released with Steve Okeson, from Point The pre-law major took Dlxon; Highlands High School,
School, Gary Burton; ErAndover, New Jersey, leading the ticket by defeating Tim Lan- Jack Kaiser; Jessamine County High
langer Lloyd High School,
the Junior class presidential ferslek and Joe Moyer, by 298 High School, Richard G. Harden; Charles
Lewis County High
nominees, and Jim Mar cum head- votes to 242 and 165, respectively. Lebanon High School, Lynn Lo- School, Hill;
James Schweitzer; Mcing the sophomores.
Ron Burgess won the class
Dowell High School, Mrs. Edith
Steve Okeson defeated his fel- race for vice-president by de- °Per.
London
High
School,
Jack
McHopkins;
PaintsvUle High School,
low candidate, Dan Bailey, by an feating Richard Judson 242 to 233, Carty; Lone Jack, Mearl Rlsner; Daniel Ray
Daniels; Russell
unofficial margin of 410 votes to With Rick Vice trailing close be- Ludlow High School, Fred New- High School, Ronald Irwin; HarBailey's 191. The vice-president hind with 219 votes.
Louisa High School, rlson County High School, Stanof too junior class is Terry The secretary race was won by farth;
Eleanor Hlnkle; McCreary CounCottenglm, an elementary ed- Kathy Colwell, from Troy, Ohio. ty High School, Allan Terry; Mad- ley Fixer; Breathitt County High
ucation major from Covington. Kathy took the position by de- ison Central High School, Larry School, Wade McSwain.
Cottenglm defeated two opposing feating Merle Metelits by a mar- Looney; Madison High School, The massed bands will play
candidates, Ken Keebler and Andy gin of 244 to 201.
B1U Hawkins; Monde Memorial three pieces during their perSawyers, by taking MS of (he Bobble Brltton Is the sopho- Hlgh School, Herol Brewer; Men- formance and those pieces are
votes where the other candidates more class treasurer, with a lfee County High School, John P. "Flnlandla," by Sibelius, ■•ern
took 164 and 181, In that ardor. margin of 296 votes to Tim Mayer.
Free," and a special arrangeThe Junior class secretary Argabrlght's 223. Jack Rench
Mlddlesboro High School, w. ment of "America."
race was won by Pat Douglas, followed with 175 votes.
Ray Carmack; Model Lab School,
This will be the first year
an art major from Toledo, Ohio. The reporter race was taken
that the Marching Maroons will
Pat's compstion came from Car- by Mike Munn, who won over Young Republicans
march In the parade with the
olyn Hill and Nancy Ehrenberg. Brenda Chism and Diane Fisher. Set Meetings
high school bands. Last year,
The treasure's race was taken The leader took the polls with
It not rained, the spectators
by Kathy Phillips, a biology ma- 260 votes to Brenda's 247 and The Young Republican Club had
held Its first meeting on Sept- would have seen approximately 68
jor from Plkevllle. She won her Diane's 173.
the Meld at the halfIn order to fill bands on
position by defeating Rita Law- Sandy Todd and Gary Holbrook tember 28.
However, the in clement
rence by a margin 306 to 279. are the student council represen- two vacant offices. Ron Steward time.
weather cancelled out all halfPat Newell, defeating Sherrl tatives for the sophomore class. was elected vice-president and
McCarthy by a 392 to 196 mar- Miss Todd defeated three op- Donna Shannon was elected re- time activity.
This year the music departgin, took the first seat as Stu- posing candidates, Javlta Dick, cording secretary.
dent Council representative, Sandra Hlnger, and Shelby Weav- The club members will go to ment Is hoping for better weathwhile Mike Carroll defeated Gene er, In the race for the lady's Louisville on Oct. 14 to hear er.
Ronald Reagan of
Director of Eastern Bands
Harmon, 327 to 292, fortheother representative seat, while Hol- Governor
Gerald Grose stated, 'We hope
seat
brook defeated Harry Glbbs to California speak.
The Executive Committee has we will have a pleasant day for
Lynn Brothers was unapposed take the other seat in the council.
to select an outstanding this year's Band Day so that the
for the reporter position for the Ail of the listed votes and decided
on a montly basis. The high school musicians can perwinning candidates are unofficial, member
September
Republican of form at the half, and get acqand will not be made official the Month Young
was
Ken
Harp, a uainted with Eastern's campus
until presented to the Student
Junior political science major especially the music department
Court
from SlmpsonvUle.
and It's members."
external measurements are taken
on each specimen. Students then
assembel further data on the
'reproductive condition" of each,
Judge Louie Nunn, Republican
noting such Items as placenta!
scars, number of embryos, and candidate for governor of Kentucky, spoke to Eastern's Freshthe like,
men at assembly on October 4.
Judge Nunn is making visits
Wallace who says Mammalogy
courses has not been taught at to most of Kentucky's coUecea
Eastern for "several years " and universities as part of Ids
has limited enrollment to the campaign program.
Because lt Is believed that
capacity of the available station students
should take an Interest
*f fj ■ "*.* atuoents In state government, both Recar 17 their traps and ctiierequlp- publican and Democratic candimm
*dates for Governor of Kentucky
are being presented at Freshman assembly in order to allow
the students to become better
acquainted with each platform.
As Judge Nunn challenged the
students, he stressed the Importance of participation during
elections and the need for being
cadets attended the summer well-informed about candidates
camp.
and platforms.
"Our advanced ROTC courses
Daring bis speech, Judge Nunn
enroll nearly 200 cadets, the outlined his platform and gave
largest enrollment ever. We the students an insight of Ids
plans If elected Governor of
hope to produce about 100 now Kentucky. Following his talk,
cadet officers for the Army every Judge Nunn gave the students
year," he said,
a chance to ask questions about
Eastern's cadet brigade is the his plans for the future.
largest In the state of Kentucky
Judge Nunn has said "As stuand one of the four largest la dents, you have the biggest stake
theU.S.
in Kentucky's future.

Class Elections Results
•Show Many Close Races

EKU Football Team
Ranked In Top Ten

*
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Band Day Set For Saturday

Mr.
Jesse Stuart, port
laureate of Kentucky and authorla- residence at Eastern was welcomed to Columbia South Carolina and presented the keys to
the city Monday Oct. 9 by Mayor
Lester Bates during a luncheon
given by University of South
Carolina Press.
Mr. Stuart and his wife were
honored at the luncheon at 12:30
p.m. in the Palmetto Club hero.
The Stuarts arrived Saturday
In Columbia for events In connection with the publication on
Monday of the first authorized
study of his life. 'Jesse Stuart:
His Life and Works." The book
was written by Mrs. Everetta
Love Blalr of Columbia and published by University of South
Carolina Press.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart were being
extensively entertained during
their stay in Colombia. He made
several TV appearances and will
also be present for two autograph parties on Monday at Gittman's Book Store In honor of
Mrs. Blalr.
Stuart, who has been described
as the Robert Burns of
America," is author of 32 books
1,700 poems and several hundred
articles.
Among his most popular works
are 'Man with a Bull-Tongue
Plow." "The Thread That Rune
So True," "Hie to the Hunters,"
and 'Taps for Private Tussle."
The latter was selected as one
of the Masterpieces of World
Literature.
Most of his works have been
published in foreign countries
and some have been excerpted
and reprinted In high school and
college texts. He earned degrees
from Lincoln Memorial University and VanderbUt University,
and holds nine honorary degrees
from various universities and
colleges in this country.

Eastern Kentucky University's
football team was ranked ninth
in the nation in the Associated
Press small college poll today.
The local squad Is only thro*
points behind the seventh place
contender, Arkansas State as
the teams In the lower half of
the top 10 are closely spaced.
Of the national ranking, bead
Coach Roy Kidd said today, It's
a coach's dream to be ranked
in the top 10 at any level be
works...We had two goals when
we began the season this year.
One was to gain national recognition the other was to win the
Ohio Valley Conference."

10 Page*

'Hail To Thee Blithe Spirit'
The coming of the autumn season affects
different people In varied ways. Annette
Poynter. a sophomore from Corbln, rejoices

by throwing leaves that have fallen Into the
picturesque ravine.
—Progress Photo by Trent Strickland

Mammalogy Class Explores Into Various Aspects Of Wildlife
The hunters of Kentucky are, reslstable lure: peanut butter
la 1967, a sophisticated and sleepy and oatmeal, and they carry their
lot
specimens to the Eastern biology
At least those who are stu- department After that It is
dents of Mammalogy (Biology still early enough for them to
553) at Eastern Kentucky Uni- arrive on time for a 8 a.m.
veristy. With their professor. class.
Dr.
James Wallace eight
Not only are the students—two
students
are stalking and jnuiors two seniors and four
trapping and assorted small graduates—learning to trap, a
mammals of Madison County. skill usually necessary to the
And they're doing It during the biologist, but they are adding
wee hours of the morning.
Immensely to Eastern's collectEvery morning, beginning a- ion of mammal specimens.
round five, the students check
Beyond these Immediate gains,
approximately 600 small traps the students' work Is gradually
at one of their preselected trap shaping up Into a survey of the
sites within the county, empty- mammals of Madison County, a
lag them carefully of cave rats, project heretofore Incomplete.
shrews, white-footed mice, harKeeping records of what was
vest mice, chipmunks or other trapped where, Eastern's young
small mammals.
biologists have found several
They re-balt each trap with surprises so far. A Brewer's
a wad of their seemingly lr-

the vicinity of MorreU, near
the Junction of Rockcastle, Jackson and Madison counties; until
now, that particular mole had
never been reported as far west
In Kentucky.
Dr. Wallace has permission
from the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources, to
set certain traps. 'Otter beaver, deer, and bear ana wUd
turkeys are specifically exempted," Wallace said, "but our
traps are so small there Is no
chance of catching any of these."
Smaller specimens are caught
alive In an ingenious collapsible
aluminum box called the "Sherman trap" after the builder of
this better mouse trap.
Bigger animals are trapped
with strong conibear spring traps
which dispatch the animals Instantly, without damaging their

Judge Louie Nunn Speaks At Assembly

Robert Morrison Named
Top Cadet At Camp

Robert E. Morrison, Louisvine, was named outstanding
ROTC cadet among 2,785 student
soldiers at Indlantown Gap last
summer, according to Col.
Everett N. Smith, Professor of
Military Science at Eastern Kentucky University.
Morrison who is a chemistry
major at Eastern and a cadet
lieutenant colonel commanding a
battalion, plans a career as a
Regular Army officer in the infantry. He is married to the
former Elaine Ask of Ellzabethtown, now a Junior at
Eastern.
The Eastern cadet was awarded a presentation Colt .45 by
Lt. Gen.
Jonathon Seaman,
commander of the eight-week
summer camp at Indlantown Gap
Military Reservation. He was
given a Certificate of Achievement this week signed by Major
General H. L. Hlllyard.
Col. Smith added that Morrison was not the only member
of Eastern's 2,400-member brigade to win honor. "Seventy
per cent of the cadets we took
Nortnwood game and at the half.
to summer camp placed in the
—Progress Photo by D. A. Rains upper half of their platoons "
he said, 'Ninety-eight Eastern

The Massed Bands Play Again
Hanger Stadium will took much Uke this
Saturday afternoon when 71 high school
bands converge Into one unit prior to the

beads, unlike the usual home
mouse trap. "We want to preserve the skull for study," says
Wallace, "so we've chosen a
trap that closes with force but
spares the bead."
Every mammal caught is
placed In separate psper bags
until Its coat can be combed
for ectoparasites. This prevents cross contamination of the
specimens.
■We're trying to study the
relationships between the ectoparasites and their mammalian
hosts," says Wallace. Various

Milestone Pictures Schedules For
Seniors And Graduates Announced
Milestone pictures will bo wear medium or dark coat and
made in the Keen Johnson Stu- tie. (No loud sport coats.
dent Union Building September Ptoese.)
28 1967 through October 25,
Senior pictures will be made
1967 from\U:S0 a,m. until 4
to
the following
p.m. and 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. according
schedule:
Girls wear medium shade
Graduate pictures will be made
bio—a or sweater; no large according to the following
earrings or other Jewelry; schedule:
pearls are pennlssable. Men
A through F
Monday
October 16
G through K
Tuesday
October 17
L through P
Wednesday
October 18
Q through Z
Thursday
October 19
A through Z
Friday
October 20

And The Race Is On
Judge Louie Nunn, Republican candidate for governor of
Kentucky, spokr to the freshman assembly last week. Mr.
Nunn'a opponent. Mr. Henry Ward, will address the freshman
next Wednesday.
—Progress Photo by Trent Strickland
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A Bomb, Is A Bomb, Is A Bomb

Who Did See The Mitchell Trio Performance?
What possibly could have been the campus at intervals through the school year. made and supported it is possible that the
reason for the very small crowd at the per- The question of exactly what entertainment administration does not respect the students
formance of the Mitchell Trio? It seems the students desired was left up to the stud- for their somewhat "high schoolish" choices
evident that two things were equal con- ents. The students were asked to voice for entertainment. After all, by now a pertributors to the pathetic show of student in- their desires as to who would appear on son in college should have learned to appreciate better entertainment than can be
terest at the Alumni Coliseum Monday campus during the year.
night.
The results to the requests for suggestions found blasting out of the radio anytime of
First, and probably the most impor- as to whom would be brought to campus for the day or night. It was probably with
tant, is that the student body of Eastern entertainment were pathtek. The groups these things in mind that the Entertainment
has demonstrated that the only type of en- who have come and have drawn the most Fund engaged the Mitchell Trio to come to
ertainment they enjoy and patronize on interest and the largest crowds on campus Eastern.
Although a good group of entertaincampus is a stage full of long-haired, rub- are ones which are fine for a high schooler,
ber-legged, pseudo-Englishman, whose idea but college level people . . . well, kind of ers, they are not exactly in the present limeof music is a staccato of moans and screams. odd if not ridiculous. Remember Paul Re- light of popularity. It must be admitted
that the group is just not what the overIt doesn't seem that most of Eastern's stud- vere and the Raiders.
Rock and roll groups are fine in their tones of the Chad Mitchell Trio, the forents would know good entertainment if
place, but it would seem that university level mer name of the group before Chad left,
they saw it
The administration, after hearing com- people could choose a some what better would have it be.
plaint after complaint about the shortage of level of entertainment.
The second thing contributing to the
good entertainment brought to campus
These remarks concerning the student small crowd at the performance was the
each year, developed the University Enter- choices for entertainment on campus have lack of sufficient publictiy before the pertainment Fund. This fund was to go for been made to demonstrate a point. Con- formance. There was far too little proproviding "big name" entertainment on sidering the choices that the students have motion of the coming of the trio to campus.
It seemed that they were here and gone before anyone knew it.
In the future lets see more popular and
at least a little more mature entertainment
Guest Editorial by Robert M. Sprankle
the greater numerical size of the non-college
on campus. After this entertainment has
It is possible that our nation is pre- group, it would dominate in all aspects of
been booked, more promotional material
sently in a period of technological-economic comparison. It should possess the brightshould be used building up to the appeartransition. The war in Vietnam may bridge est and dullest of individuals, and have
ance. Finally the student body should supthe economic time gap until this transition in much larger numbers than the college
port the performances and show the adis complete.
group. If it were possible for all nonministration that they have some idea of
With the obvious emphasis on the ac- college draft age men (capable of obtainwhat good entertainment is and that they
qusition of needed education for a greater ing higher education) to enter college or
are interested in it.
degree of vocational specialization, we can technical schools all over the nation, then
say that American economic production is it is only logical to assume that those out
shifting from a less computerized and auto- of school would be individuals who were
mated condition to a highly refined tech- not motivated, or did not have the ability.
nologcial one from which production will
In this hypothetical framework, the
The Department of Music and the
depend upon intricately specialized per- war in Vietnam might motivate those capentire
Eastern community is extremely
sonnel.
able men not interested, along with those
grateful
to Mr. G. M. Brock, for his genIt is along an extremly morbid line not capable. Thus if it were financially
erous
donation
of $2,500 to the Departthat I must suggest that the war in Vietnam possible for literally everyone to obtain
ment of Music for the purchase of a harpsihas been politically unjustifiable enough more education, the ones available for the
cord.
(for some) to consciously or unconsciously draft would be those not capable of more
Mr. Brock's donation was given in apmotivate millions of American young men education, and those who could not be
preciation of the work done for music studto desire careers requiring more and higher motivated under any circumstances.
I must reassure the reader by stating ents over the years, and especially for what
education than they otherwise never would
the Department of Music has meant to his
have attempted. If this idea is pertinent, that this is to imply that such probable dodaughter. ■
-we cannot help but observe its intense re- mestic effects of the war in Vietnam axe
The harpsichord is a forerunner of the,
lationship with the former assumption. If parts of either blindly functioning social
piano and was popular in the 16th and 18th
we are to have a highly specialized, com- tendencies, or of a large political master
centuries.
puterized basis for industrial production, plan that also includes Urge parts of the
then it only seems logical that we will need world international community.
The basis of this literal aid to all nabrainpower to make it function. If it is
presently impossible for industrial produc- tions involved in the conflict lies in the
tion to become rapidly computerized and nature of the type of war being waged by
A sleepless night for my unresting and eager
technical, it may be because we do not have the United States. Because the United
eye;
enough specialized people to make such a States is fighting a limited war in Vietnam,
Heavy
darkness to hide the flower you left
system profitable.
because important sea ports, industry and
me—
It is again along an extremly morbid trade are not being eliminated, the United
line that I am driven to submit another States has placed North Vietnam (and All you left in your eager rush to he free;
proposal. The present drafting techniques Asian Communism) in a position of in- Free of me, my begging for the tears I cry.
employed by the government obviously em- dustrial and economic immunity to the war. Pray tb eflower's there and the dawn will
break its shy
phasize the vulnerability of young men with This can be historically compared with the
World
of pain that now is the heart of me:
little education, and those unfortunates who position of the United States before and
'Tis
all
there is without you; so little to be
are not capable of attaining it. If it were after World War II. There was rapid
That
it
fills
its hour and ends this urge to
possible for us to acquire highly classified technological and economic progress made
die.
information concerning the intelligence during this period due to industrial isola'Twos the longest night toward an endless
quotas of those men on the battle field tion (yet total war involvment.)
day to come:
compared with those in school at home, we
From this discussion, it is not unlogical
Though
this frosty air seemed to venture a
would probably find the latter group more to predict that the limited war policy in
breath,
intellectually motivated than the former. Vietnam will eventually accelerate indusThis is not to imply that all of those indivi- trial, economic, and technological progress The morning was cold and my pain an early
numb,
duals not in college are intellectually in- in North Vietnam (and Communist Asia.)
As
I
greeted the dawn, so ignorant of the
ferior to those who are. On the contrary Indeed the war is serving as a focal point
eve's
last death—
there are more people who do not go to for the Communist movement all over the
Now
it's
yours,
my all for your nothing;
college.
world. If this is true, then the United
you've
won—
Thus the masses of those who have States is spending billions to insure a long
never gone would probably be brighter than term conflict as a base for common orien- The morning-glory died last evening in the
chill as you left.
those who have. This is because propor- tation, organization and industrialization of
tionally there are more of them. Due to the underdeveloped peoples of the world.
—TerrjFRankin
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I've Got The Ravine!

I'd Rather Go Home!
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A Point Of View On Vietnam

Donation Appreciated

An Innocent Flower
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I'lust Want Jo Gripe!
1

A Mitchell Trio Sympathizer
Bditor:
You uktd for a totter. I ask that you
print tt
Editor, ataff, administrators, faculty, studenu, playboys, huaatea and vagraataj. wtoa to
condone you for your avid participation la a
recent attempt to bring entertainment to our
campus. One cant Imagine the overwhelming
aenae of school pride I had while witnessing; the
performance of the Mitchell Trio along- with
five-hundred equally embarred spectators and
"Eastern representatives."
Now that I calmly think about the situation,
one dollar and fifty cents and two hours of anyone's tune la asking a considerable amount from
a person. Any way, students at Eastern don't
want to be entertained aa badly aa they want
to bitch. The majority of students seem to be
entertaining themselves quite well Borne of the
easygoers enjoy sprawling on the flowerpot In
the evenings for hours goeslpplng. Mora energetic "fun seekers" frequent that free-lance welfare station known aa Specks that enstills a
feeling of satisfaction and good will in each of
us. For those leas prosperous the grill offers

APVOCATfcT
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Teacher Shortage Indicates All Is Not Well
Strikes or mass resignations by public
servants are shocking to communities.
Teachers' threatened or actual work stoppages in numbers of American cities today
—like strikes involving nurses, firemen and
the police—seem inconsistent with the nature of their work. But one cannot question the fact that there are times when vigorous protest against low wages or other
conditions is in order. The big question is
whether a strike is the right way to make
the protest.
Teacher shortages in many areas are
an indication that all is not well in the profession. As standards are raised—rightly
—preparation for the work becomes even
more costly. More and more communities
are demanding the master's degree after
completion of college..
But school systems are often slow to
give these well-prepared teachers the pay
and voice in educational policymaking
which they feel they have earned. And
when experienced teachers look at the helpwanted columns of the newspapers and see
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entertainment galore—* Jukebox that eats
nickels like Timothy Leary eats sugar cubes,
delicious food and the bast opportunity for Indignant speech from and about fallow students.
Then, of course we must not forget the ravine.
Alaa! Lovers need no entertainment
Obviously it was not worthwhile to ass the
Mitchell Trio Monday night for two hours at
$1.00 a "head." AH the program did for me
was make me wonder why such a wgnifrfttnt
group would ever consent to their performance
In Richmond with such disgraceful participation.
One thing of which I am certain la that
will not be back I think they realised that
not many- Eastern students want to watch performers for two hours turn red In the face in
an attempt to please their audience to the utmost Not many bitching Easterners anyway!
Gripers, you missed your chance to prove yourselves. I Just hope enough of you realised this
and suffer so something can be done—If we
are given the privilege of a second chance! I've
presented my gripe. You (plural) do something
about it
Nancy Owen

Mass Resignation

IW A0T7S6MlffeM -

WLBtiCS-

've Seen Them Before!

the salaries and benefits which industry offers graduates in other fields, it is no wonder they are unhappy about theirs.
We question, however, whether the
methods of industrial unionism can be transplanted successfully to organizations of
teachers. Schools are not profitmaking
businesses. They cannot pay for salary increases by raising the prices on their commodities or reducing dividends. School
boards must turn to the community for
more income if they are to satisfy reasonable salary demands of their employees.
We doubt that mass resignations or
other strike equivalents are a good way to
bring about a desired end. They tend to
put the school board in an impossible position and to make it difficult for the community to see the teachers as deeply concerned about the schools, as most of them
really are.
»'
On the other hand, the teaching profession has a responsibility to make its conditions attractive enough to retain its best
(Ceattoxwd On Page Three)
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Messages From 'The Dead'

■

>
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grave, and so on. These mystical experiences
have some degree of validity.
In our present there are experiences described as "eerie" or "unbelievable" which are
true experiences, but which cannot be fully
explained In material terms.
We do not doubt the genuine experiences
of extrasensory perception or mental telepathy.
That the psyche can be "stretched" Is undoubted. Some do so with drugs such as LSD or
others of hallucinatory powers. The psyche
expands or "goes on a Journey."
According to Flavlus Josephus, the Jewish
historian of the time of Christ, the Bssenss, now
believed to be the forerunners of Christianity,
and the Pharisee sect of the Jews both believed
In reincarnation. Elijah's reincarnation la Implied in the book of John.
Let us not scorn the Bishop's experience
which seemed, to him, authentic.
(Distributed 1967, by Publishers-Hall Syndicate)
(All Rights Reserved)

Staff Writer
I wonder where it is at? Is it "at?"
What is "it?" Who am "I?"
Things were fine, maybe, when the
bushes had only two birds like the one in
our hands, and there was greener grass to
be found. But so many people are crazy
with "flower power" that bushes are now
heavy with fat, hungry vultures whose droppings smother the grass below. So many
Birds-in-the-hand have died of solitude that
the bare ground where people once stood is
hidden beneath a blanket of dusty bones
and moldy feathers. And all the keepers
of the gardens have formed a union.
Someone plants the bushes, you know;
someone tends the grass, too. But who?
Oh, you and I . . . your friend; mine. But
them, why do you ? ... or I ? ... or they ?
Each grows tired of his own garden someday and leaves it to see everyone else's:
We all go looking for "where it's at," maybe for a bed of roses or two, or to trip
through someone's carefully tended tulips,
maybe to braid love-chains (that break so
easily) out of someone else's clover—lest
we break our own. But the question was

Meet New Friends Just off Campus on 2nd. St.
Open To Serve You 10 AM - 8 PM,

1

Abe Your Choice Every Day at Regular Low Menu Prices of:
26 DINNERS. 12 VEGETALES. 35 SANDWICHES, 6 PLATTERS.
And a complete Soda Fountain Service.
OR

I

HIRAM BROCK
AUTITORIUM
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Oct. IS—Friday
LORD LOVE A DUCK
Tuesday Weld.
Roddy McDowell
Pot 14—Saturday
DOCTOR, YOU'VE GOT
TO RE KIDDING
George Hamilton .Sandra Dee
Celeste Holm
Oct. IS—Monday
CAPRICE
Doris Day, Richard Harris
~Qct. IT—TuesdayA GUIDE FOR THE
MARRIED MAN
Walter MatUuiu. Inger Steves
Booty Morse

WII

t.i.Or*. Cn9hpht

"why?" Why plant bushes and tend
grass? Perhaps so someone will admire
one's green thumb — he will, but with a
green eye. So we see green eyes watching
our gardens grow, and we leave them to
stare greenly at someone else's, or lose ourselves in our own foliage. Everyone wants
to be admired, but turns angrily green at
the thought of admiring.
We all.go searching for Eden someday (forgetting that God grows that one)
with full intention of taking it back with
us, or at least a seed or two. But few—so
painfully and discouragingly few of us—
ever get there. We lose ourselves in sunflower seeds, someone's roses, or get swallowed in the evening when our morningglory closes.
Yes, where is it? Are we all dogs in
a race chasing a mechanical rabbit? Steelworkers at a DAR garden party? Lemmings headed en masse for some vast
ocean? Cats after mice? With a dog at
our heels?
I don't know ... I really don't. And
it scares me. I did get very tired the other
day, so I know I had been running for a
long itme, or searching for something successfully hidden from me. So I stopped.

Right away a thousand people ran by me,
shouting and pointing a thousand different
directions; then I was lost, for good. So
I thought, "I'll go back." It was a long
way.
My whole garden has died since I've
been gone . . . my whole damned garden
. . . even the weeds.

3 Hour Shirt Laundry
Featuring, MiM'intxing — The
Most In Dry Cleaning
311 WEST MAIN ST.

All Meats By Using Our Special Student Heal Tickets!

Campus Flick

►,«- e«9Wriae>» SYNDICATE

Page Twe)

2 DRIVE IN WINDOWS

STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES EVERYDAY ON A DINNER.
PLATTER AND SANDWICH SPECIAL-OF-THE-DAY.

Save 10%

(Continued From

members and draw the ablest youth into its
ranks. It cannot be satisfied with die ar»pointment of investigating commissions to
report as some future date and do nothing
more.
It must find effective means for
awakening the public to education's alreadyknown needs. For they are more vital to
community welfare than are those of the
automobile, for instance, which has had
little trouble getting funds for its superhighways and city expressways. And the
United States cannot afford to drive its
teachers to striking in order to get redress
of grievances.

RICHMOND ONE-HOUR
CLEANERS

VARSITY GRILL
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Strikes Are Shocking

How Grows Your Garden In The 'Flower Power A&e?'
By TERRY RANKIN

s«„i.Private Paviiiion

Alone
I gather Morning's stillness about me.
Floods of Spring sun souk
my whole self.
Gentle waves of ah
roll over the meadow where
the pheasant cock proclaims
and high above
flycatchers tumble
free
At the edge of Night
trees whisper the Day's
cooling slumber
as a whipperwill
colls into the depth of loneliness and
Not so much as an echo
returns.
OeOege
IStJ

McGill
By RALPH MoGIU.
I» there really a Ufa after death?
Episcopal BUhop Jam*. A. Pike, who haa
driven some of hla fallow biabopa to charge
him with hareay (always unaucceaafully), doaa
not overly concern hlmaelf with the doctrine of
the Immaculate Conception or that of the Trinity. But he doaa believe In life after death. In
'act, he believe* ha haa had a recent converaation with hla eon, who died over a year ago, and
news of an old friend, dead many yean.
BUhop James A. Pike la, and for a lone
time has been, the bane of existence of hla more
stodgy, unimaginative clerical pears. He always outdoes them in any intellectual or theological controversy. He usually leaves them
looking ridiculous.
The Blahop haa made public an experience
in which he la convinced he had authentic communication with his son via a medium In Toronto. The words which were transmitted to him
through the medium ware "characteristic of
the person and his style." Some features of
the Bishop's controversy with those who wished
to convict him of heresy were known only to the
Bishop and hla eon.
This projection of the Bishop Into the more
Intriguing news of the day will, of course, Irritate his critics. But once again, the Bishop haa
them helpless to do little more than sputter in
private or to stab their occasional serving: of
luncheon or dinner fish with a fork and aay, "I
hope this is Pike."
They cannot really go after the Bishop. It
would be folly to attack a man who offers tangible evidence of life after death.
It la all very easy to sneer at mediummedia "contacts" with persona who have died,
but woe unto the cleric who does so. Perhaps
M M/100 per cent of his flock wants to be
reassured on that subject The fact la that
much of Christianity has rather pussyfooted
around with death. There haa been a sort of
conspiracy to "pretty-up" death and to apeak
of It as "passing on," or going on," or Just
"pissing." Rarely does one see death today,
even though It la the Inevitable and final episode of life. With birth we begin to die. Yet,
we shy away from the word "death" as If it
were somehow a word not used In polite circles.
But for those who have "passed" or "died."
and for their families, the big question mark is,
"What's next ? What Is 'immortal life?" What
Is the how and why of "Immoratllty?" What
In it like? WIU we know each otherT la there
a consciousness in the "immortal spirit?"
There have been, and are, fraudulent mediums and fakers who prey on the sorrows and
Brief-induced neurotlclsms of a wife, father,
mother or child left behind, but there also are
the Inexplicable "authentic" experiences such
as Blahop Pike relates.
Bishop Pike, In his now book "If this Be
Heresy," has a chapter on "life after death."
The early history of Christianity, aa documented
In the Gospels, unquestionably relates messages
received from beyond the grave. The early
centuries of the Christian church are replete
with experiences of men and women who saw
visions, who had messages from beyond the

A

Daringly new!
Chevrolet's new line of
Super Sports for '68.
Computer-tuned suspension systems. Improved
shock absorbers. New double-cushioned rubber
body mounts. They all team up to bring you the
smoothest, most silent Chevrolet ride ever. A fresh
new idea in ventilation comes standard on every
1968 Camaro and Corvette. It's Astro Ventilation,
a system that lets air in, but keeps noise and wind

out. You'll appreciate all the proved safety
features on the '68 Chevrolets, including the
GM-developed energy-absorbing steering
column and many new ones. More style.
More performance. More all-around value. One
look tells you these are for the man who loves
driving. One demonstration drive shows why!

~ Oct. IS—Wednesday
CAT BALLOU
Lee Marvin. Jaae Foada
Michael Callan
Oct. 1»—Thursday
DR. ZRTVAGO
Omar Sharif. GerahUne Chaplin
Rod Stelger, Alee Guineas
June Christie, Teen Courteaay
Oct. M—Friday
FREE HOMECOMING
MOVIE!
1 MIL! JON TEARS B.C.
Welch, John
Oct. Jl—Saturday
DR. ZHIVAGO
Omar Sharif, OeraMuie Chaplin
Red Steiger. Alec Guinea.
Julie Christie, Tom Courtenay
Oct. SS—Monday
DR. ZH1V AGO
Omar Sharif, GeraMlne Chaplin
Rod Steerer. Alec Guineas
Jane Christie. Teat Courtenay
Oct. M—Tuesday
DR. ZHIV AGO
Omar Sharif, GeraMlne Chaplin
Red Stelger. Afec Guinea.
Julie Christie, Tom Courtenay
e a
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Chevelle SS 309 Sport Coupe

Be smart!
Be sure!
Buy now at your
Chevrolet
dealer's.
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Colonels Win Close Game At Middle Term.
Saturday night. Eastern stren- aopnomore signal-caller Tim Eastern msnlnf game with 91 the mo. I tetek he baa M
gthened its hold on first place by ttSiEttX^Z^*-* home ^JT^a^S.Uohn)Oodowning the Blue Raiders of Mid- "Z!L^^2£%ZtiEol Saturday for a non-conference vert baa thrown a touchdown
dle Tennessee by the score of 147 on the opponents borne field. B1A VSSEZfcS SS with Northwood (Mich.) 8-J^-JJ-J »£**»
The Colonels showed a rockC°Uf «■ * • »•»• «*»• ta SoXid. -And you'll probably
wall defense In the final quarter, t^^T^J^^'o^Z
*5**" JKLVJaVaS Hangar Stadium. Saturday U ^ «„ biggest man we will
holding oft three late Middle seemed »^*""^ ■***££ BandDay as over 70 high school %£ .gainst this year In this
Tennessee threats to post the
victory. Eastern looked as If It ERs IZSEA'iiZi ^^-*4» .WSj.** Ro^Sr kid. He'. e-»,
may have put the game out of 52 c*^ STSJTuZ ad. t^*^™*-* ,«* pound, and ft* coach(Loui.
reach early In the crucial fourth Phy addaTtn. point after.
^aBflSiTol - re- *»»«■» dWn't "•""**• *° SP
The second quarter proved to ^"■girj U8 he would be the best tackle
quarter when freshman cornerback Ted Green returned a punt be very dlaappolnting to the Col- cord to_"£" "■££. ^£ well face mis year.'
onel offense. White the defense T^SUeS^lXwa- Baatarn'o ■»• Plan will de60 yards for a 14-0 lead.
Green took Mathews'punt on was holding the Blue Raider, fe^g**SWiZSSzl
aaS on the recovery of Its'
2
aod OU Nw
°
growing injury Hat. Centers
his own 40, and was never touched to two first downs, the offense *"J*%**! "-°'
as he received superb blocking had four ecortng opportunities. ™!£JJ£J£L u . mod foot- Dick Dunkleand Don Minor, linefrom Chuck Slemon, Don Moore,
Behind the potent '»^S^lJSS?^wiJ&tZ *«** Jlm»i*?lyIi^daMLlU
and Jimmy Moberly. Walt Mur- Jim Gulce, who was seeing Ms?*" ^Snday^aauad mea^ Brewer and Don Evans,
daphy kicked the extra point
first action in two weeks, the %Jf^JLJSTM *52to *»«*• «»>
<*">-•
Metsger,
The margin narrowed, bow- colonels moved Inside Middle "™£°*™£^\£^£i-***** FoMM *g& ^°*ever, as less than two minutes Tennessee's five yard line twice
later, Raider quarterback Billy and
d failed to score.
.core.
DavW« icoTad^urTme. teat H^^
Walker found split and Stove
Colqultt with a Perfect strike and ,. THIS WEEK'S OVC SCHEDUIX
that covered 63 yards and the on the one and a Pass interBlue Raiders' first, and only, ception in the end aone halted
Northwood (Mich.) at Eastern
touchdown of the night, slim- another.
. ^_
Murray at Middle Tennessee
Two 37 yard field goals by
ming the score to 14-7.
Tennessee Tech at Western
Middle Tennessee received the Murphy were astray, also, settMorehead at Kentucky State
ball three more times in Eastern ing the stage for the final period.
Chattanooga at East Tennessee
Gulce,
who
was
used
primarily
territory in the last 10 minutes of
Austin Peay, idle
In
passing
situations,
came
play, but the rugged Colonel dethrough
with
eight
completions
fense rose to the occasion.
The decisive play came in the in IS attempts that covered 151
final 30 seconds when Middle yard..
PW.VATg * AUCTION SALta
Marsh caught four passes for
Tennessee bad the ball on the
RCBIDENTlAL
COMMCKCIAL
Eastern 29. Slemon hit Walker 123 yards while John Taael caught
as he was back to pasa causing a five for 70 yards. The leading
fumble mat Miller Arrltt re- rusher for the game was Middle's
covered. The game ended one Mathews who accounted for 58 of
cum £ SfiuiLin
Middle Tennessee's 66 yards on
CHUCK SIEMON, AftM POUND senior from Springfield,
play later.
the
ground.
Speaks
Paced
the
Eastern
scored
the
second
time
Ohio, Is a good bet for all OVC honors this fftfvj8° «■"
REALTORS
into the young season. Slemon has won three ^MANBter"
it had its bands on the ball.
awards for a lineman and has also been awarded the uvi.
PMPNta: OrriOC 423-3B30
Magazine Readies
Starting from his own 18,
Defensive Award of the Week.
—Progress Photo by Trent Strickland
Corvette Award

The View

From Here
ff KAIL MIX Frofr.ss Seertj filter

1

A Proposed Hall Of Fame

It has been suggested by various people •***?_
•tart an Athletic Hall of Fame. Candidates for this bonoi
woeld coma from graduates of Eastern who bad excelled
la college as an athlete. Graduates who played any ktod
of aHercolleglate atbletlca would be eligible.
Students Interested In this Idea could write letters to
the editor expressing their views.
This corner would
•aweclally like to know bow the student feel about such a
proposal.
Letters, can be written to Eastern Progress
Editor, Room 8, Roark Building.
HISSOM ANNOUNCES PRACTICE SESSION
Assistant Coach Jack Hlsson has announced that all freshmen Interested In playing basketball ahould report to Alumni
Coliseum. Monday, October 16 at 7 p. m.
Be etated mat no equipment would be furnished, and Interested boys should bring all their equipment..
..MARSH RANKS HIGH IN SMALL COLLEGE 8TA™pCS
Eastern's trl-captaln, Aaron Marsh, was ranked 12th In
the nation In small college pass reclevlng. The senior
split-end from Springfield, Ohio, had caught 17 pasaes for
23j yards and two touchdowns for the first three games.
In the fourth game, Marsh caught four pasaes for 123
yards and one Wuchdown to add to his total for the first
three games.
EASTERN ATTAINS HIGH RATING
In the latest Lltkenhoua ratings, Eastern's football team
has a rating of 73.5, the same as the University of Kentucky.
Eastern was also rated batter than the Virginia Tech Gobblers, the Wildcats opponent this weekend.
This shows that the caliber of football played at Eastern
and in the OVC has Increased to where a small college football powerhouse coming out of the OVC Is not uncommon. So
far this season, the OVC has had three teams, Eastern,
Western, and Morehead, given honorable mention In the small
college poll.
.

Cross Country Team Defeats Florida

Ballplayers are traditionally
superstitious, and though It la
traditionally unlucky, IS will
scored a near perfect score of ner absent from last year's un- be especially lucky for one tal- !
BY BOBBY WHTTLOCK
defeated
team.
to Semlnoles' 45.
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER 17 The
Advance publicity bad ranked ented star at the conclusion of
individual winner of the Florida
1067 World Series. For
University as a favorite the
Eastern's cross country should race was Eastern's Grant Colethe 13th consecutive year, SPORT
be considered the top ranked team hour with a time of 26: U for the to win the Southeastern Con- magazine will present a sports
in the South after defeating five miles. FoUowing were Ivan ference championship this year. car to the outstanding player In
Eastern won the meet 20-43 by the World Series, the editors
Florida State and Florida last Scholl with 26:19, Ken Sllvlous
seven of the first eight
week.
with 26:30, Jlmmle Nichols at capturing
of SPORT announced today.
Last Thursday Eastern met 26:45, Glen Town, Jerry Kralss, places and eight of the first ten.
The car, a 1868 Corvette conwhat was considered the finest Doug Cordier and Brent Arnold. third was SUvlous foUowed by vertible, will go to the player
SchoU,
Kralss,
Cordier,
Town,
cross country team in Florida
Saturday Eastern met the
In Judgment of the editors.
Colehour and Frank Lagotic who,
State's history.
Florida Gators in Gainesville.
■did
the
most for his team through
Coach Connie Smith's runners The Gators have been very suc- of Florida staged a tremendous his overall play In the World
dominated the meet by taking six cessful In the past three seasons battle for first place with Lagotic Series."
of the first seven and bad eight by winning 18 meets and losing winning by one second. Placing The Corvette will be presented
of the first ten men. Eastern only two. They had only one run(Continued on Page Six)
by SPORT Migaalne editor Al
Sllverman at a luncheon at the
New York Hilton Hotel, Sixth Ave.
OVC STANDINGS
53rd Street, Manhattan, at
L
T
PTB. OFF. and
14 the conclusion of the World
0
0
86
Eastern
•
09 Series.
0
0
87
Western
*
And even If the presentation
41
0
0
65
Tennessee Tech
*
87 date should fall on Friday, Oct.
1
0
42
Murray
*
50 18 as It might tor the 18th
2
0
44
Morehead
\
76 annual SPORT Magazine Award
2
0
16
Austin Peay
*
36 if the Series goes the limit, we're
2
0
26
Middle Tennessee
J»
84 sure no ballplayer, no matter
S
0
30
East Tennessee
°
T how. superstitious he is, will be
—•—
unwilling to drive away as the
Series hero In Us new Corvette.
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REGULAR 1/3 CHICKEN DINNER
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Did 423-41 SS

Richmond. Ky.

THE
College Life Insurance Company
Of America
. . . featuring the Ufe InearaaM pkw dealgaed iispanmlly far
college men, eoM exclusively to college me». Ask now i
THE BENEFACTOR"

Miller Arrltt says, -I know
for my own defense
There Is a wide floM of
benefit* when yon are a
•BENEFACTOR1
policy

OTHER MAJOR COLLEGES
WINNER
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BARIER & HAIR STYLING FOR MEN
ALL STYLES — RAZOR CUTS. FLAT TOTS
GENERAL TRIMS. AND HAIR STRAIGHTNING
PIMM

4234128

Cor. of Second and Main Upstairs over iegley.

Flag Football, Tennis Underway

COLONEL RESTAURANT
«g Hill Avenue

Nlrhr Phones
MS-4S74
628-0VS9

mi.WWEK:
Dmirlas Ohenault
Phillip Cunnajrln

«

LOSW

Vorcjhota Tack

Kentucky

Mississippi

G«oc«,k>
East Carolina

Syracuse-

Navy

Ohio Stat*

Purdw.

Notre Don**

SOUIMIH

Col.

Indiana

See William A. Mam
Your College life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623-6460

bye, will go at it this week
BY ALLEN TRIMBLE
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER for the championship.
All persons Interested In a
Flag football and tennis are
now entering their third week ■double tournament" will have
their opportunity after comof competition.
League leaders In each of the pletion of the singles tournament,
five flag football leagues are: kiterested parties should have
League #1, Celtics 3-0 Blue their names turned Into the InRibbons 2-0, Souls 2-0. League tramural Office by Tuesday Oct.
#2 Grubworms 2-0, «T» E. Co. 17. Play will begin on Wed8-0. Greens 2-0. League #3, nesday, Oct. 18. The Intramural
Northern AU-Stars 2-0 Drifters Office Is In room 109, Alumni
Phone number Is
8-0, Northern Ky. Stars 2-0. Coliseum.
League #4, P.B.R.'s. League #5, 622-3845.
In addition to flag football and
AKP 2-0, B.O.X. 2-0.
The survivors after two weeks tennis, i»tirtii.n competition will
of Intramural tennis singles com- begin on Monday Oct. 23. Perpetition are Jim Cook, David sons Interested should have their
Imhoff Steve Collins, and Phil names turned In to the IntraNutter. These winners, along mural Office by Wednesday, Oct.
__
with Danny Sims who drew a 88.

LOOK SHARP FOR HOMECOMING
(N 4 CRICKETIER SUIT!!
Pure VWflk. Wool
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Don't just sit there,
Wallace Middendorp.
Make a noise. Or drink
Sprite, the
noisy soft
drink.

I
I
I
I

What did you do
when Joe (Boxcar)
BrkczpmluJ was
kicked off the
football team Just
because he flunked
aix out of four of
his majors? What
did you do, Wallace
Middendorp?
And when the
school newspaper's
■Al.t.A,<ra UIDDENDORP SAT HERE
editors resigned in
Chancellor
wouldn't allow the
protest because The
publication of cert ain salacious portions of
"Night In a Girl's Doraitory"
you Just sat, didn't you?
You've aade a mockery of your
life, Wallace Middendorp)
You're a vegetable.
Protest, Wallace Middendorp.
Take a stand. Make a noise I
Or drink Sprite, th. noisy soft
drink.
Open a bottle of Sprite at
the next canpus speak-out. Let
it fizz and bubble to the
masses.
Let its lusty carbonation
echo through the halls of ivy.
Let its tart, tingling
exuberance infect the crowd
with excitenent.
Do these things, Wallace
Middendorp. Do these things,
and what big corporation la
going to hire you?
AND TINGLING.
KEEP IT QUIET.

How are you going to win
if you go around dressed like a io»er7
The important look is texture and its fine wool worsted fabric
gives you an instant vote of confidence. The tailoring is strictly traditional... the
new compound mixture tones, strictly new. The vest gives you a look of complete authority.

JfcSHBNS FOR MEN
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Jim Guice-A Potent Passer

On No-Dunk Rule

I came In for the first
'To me the new 'no-dunk* rule
string quarterback In toe fourth
smacks a little of discriminaquarter of a game. I threw
tion," charges U.C.L.A. college
three touchdown passes In that
basketball star Lew Alcindor in
period. That was the first colan exluslve interview in the curlege game I played in. From
rent Issue of SPORT magazine.
than on I thought I could do
Alcindor, the seven-foot 13/8anything."
lnch giant who led the Bruins to
Upon graduation next year Jim
an undefeated (30-0- season and
would like to go into professional
the N.C.A.A. championship as
football If toe right price U ofa sophomore In 1966-67 disfered. So far be has had feelcussed college basketball's new
ers form every team In the
'no-dunk*' rule and a number For the third time this sea- consecutive weak that ha blockAmerlan Leauge and from the
of other controversial Issues for son, Chuck Slemon was chosen ed in or above the 80 percentile.
National Football League the Dalthe first time In a public inter- by Coach Roy Kldd as 'HeadTrt-captaln Aaron Marsh was
las Cowboys^ Chicago Bears,
Philadelphia Eagles, and the Los
view.
hunter" lineman of the weak, awarded 'Renegade* award!
■When you look at It all the Tha headhunter back oHb. an and or back. Tha
Angeles Rams have shoed some
way down to the high school *aek award goes to linebacker „„, from sprfagflakL OMo,
Interest.
level, most of the people who *» Raed.
Against the Blue g^^ ,„„, p*,,*, tor . total
From all this one would think
dunk are black athletes," says Raiders, Reed was credited with of 123 yards and one tonchdowa
SO-year-old. slick - dressing
Alcindor.
'Pm not trying to eight tackles and eight assists, bringing Ms season total to St
Gulce would become big-beaded.
be biased, really, thaf s Just while Intercepting one pass.
receptions tor 335 yards and
"Actually I don't pay any attention
how it Is. Pm trying to look at
Fred Troika Junior guard from tnrM touchdowns. Ha has also
to the newspapers. I can't play
it objectively. I don't want to Miami, Florida, was again returned , ktckoff and a punt
on my laurels. It happens so
Indict anyone but Fve got to say chosen as renegade lineman of for touchdowns.
often that If a player does that
that has to be on my mind and Jbe^week. TMs marks the fourth
■
da doesn't produce to the best
the possibility of why they did rnaeomooai
k?
of Ms ability from then on."
It Thaf s the way things happen
Jim Is a Business Major and
and to me, something is wrong."
states, "Pm proud of the fact
Moving away from basketball
I've earned my own way through
and on other tonics In theSPORT
school. That has taken a lot
article, Alcindor comments on
of pressure off my parents. The
the Buck Muslim movement.
college education means a lot to
"Contrary to what everybody
me. I can tell you that by too
is saying, the Muslims are doing
summerjobs Pva had the last
a lot of good " says Law. 'There
few summers." Jim has worked
are certain things about the Muswith a construction firm.
lim organisation I can't person'My biggest satisfaction so tar
while playing football Is the feelpersonally. But, like toHarlem
ing I gat of Improving from year
W're getting people off drags
to year " Jim states.
the prostitutes off the streets.
Jim Isn't the only member of
They're giving people pride In
the family that is athletlcly In- SHOWN ABOVE is signal-caller Jim Gulce, a native of
themselves and giving them a
clined. His uncle was a good Miami, Fla. Guice. a 6' junior, has completed 38 out of 60
little Mt of direction. There Is
baseball player and once threw passes for 307 yards and one touchdown. He has missed one
good and bad about the whole
a softball 300 feet His dad ran game completely and only saw limited action In another one.
thing. They set up stores,
—Progress Photo by Trent Strickland
track for the University of
restaurants and things, and they
Florida In Ms earlier years.
Asked If there was morepres- "Donna completely accepts the played for the Princeton Unl- keep them In the community for
the use of tha community.
sure now that you have a family fact I play football. She always varsity team in Ms freshman They're not ignorant people. You
at tha Ivy League School,
to support along with playing watched me play. Even when we year
say they are vary narrow
football. Jims reply was, "No, were on toe road. I don't think He graduated from Princeton In can
In a lot of respects and I
CORNER OF SECOND end MAIN
I don't think there Is any more aha worries about me, but Pm 1966couldn't argue with you but you
pressure. As a matter of fact. sure she Is concerned," Jim said.
abjohavetoglvethen^redlt^J
Sea and- fry our new
If s easier. I don't have to worry Jim married the former Donna p
Bar-Air-Vac
System. Something new
about
running and picking Bruel. Donna Is originally from
In Hair Cutting
up Donna now. I know she Is Rochester, New York, but moved
to Miami and met Jim there.
home waiting for ma"
No Itching
No Scratching
Jim and Donna were married on
(STUDENT OB FACULTY)
,
y^vvwVwVv^ftWw^^^ft^vv^ wVWVwVvvvw^WwVwv^vwwy January 38 1967.
A big part of Jim's life at
the moment If Ms newly born
daughter Colleen Marie. Colleen
entered th world on September
when you purchase
17 si 6:39 p.m. Jim was right
PRESCRIPTION
EYEGLASSES
beside Donna at the memorable
moment.
CONTACT LENSES
'I was really relieved after
Thank You For Your Patronage
BUDGET TEEMS
Colleen was born. Pm really
proud also. I didn't really cars
If It was a boy or girl," were
the words of a smiling father
135 W. Short
LEXINGTON
Ph. 254-6583
during a casual Interview.
Donna Is no stranger ot the
game of football Her brother

tucky. I really Ilka playing for
BY AL CLARK
Eastern."
SPECIAL WRITER
Jim relates a somewhat fanJim Gulce la Eastern's Mr. ny story about his first day as
Quarterback, He Is also a hus- a freshman here at the Big "E."
band and the father of a very -When I first got her I went
Cut* baby daughter.
to my room It was down at the
Lefs examine Jim through a other end of the hall. My parents
lew different eyes. First as were here and helped my with
the signal caller for the East- my stuff. I was really scared.
ern Colonels and then as the The guys on theteem then were
husband of a very beautiful and more big than anything else.
attractive wife.
They had size, not speed. At
Gulce wasn't always a quarter- the first football meeting I saw
back. His first taste of foot- the two quarterbacks then on the
ball came as an end for his team.
Both of them were
high school team In Miami, Fla, missing two front teeth. I was
Jim became a quarterback by wondering what I was doing here.
the keen ovservatlon of Us high I almost went back home. I
school coach. The big break was timid because I was from
came for Gulce while be was a different state. We wore all
loosening op during practice one scared to death." If s a good
afternoon.
thing for Eastern Jim decided
•The coach saw me throwing to stick around.
the football on the sidelines and
While bar* at Eastern It Is
asked me If I had ever been ao secret Jim has been a truly
a quarterback," relates Jim. «I great star. After Ms sophomore
told him no. He thought I threw year Jim had tucked away under
veil enough to be a quarterback Ms belt these records: Most
so he decided that was my Passes Completed, 117, a new
position. I was the third string O.V.C. record; Most Passes Atquarterback until the first game. tempted, 225; Most Touchdown
For some reason the coach just
pat me In there.
The first Passes Thrown,' 14; Most Yards
play of the game went for a Passing 1,468, Most Pass Attouchdown and ever since then tempts in single game 46 against
I've been a signal caller." Jim Middle Tennessee, Most Pass
Completion In single game, 14
was in the 10th grade then.
While a senior in high school against Middle Tennessee, Most
Jlta was contacted by about 30 Yards Passing in single game,
colleges. The slim looking Jun- 288 against Middle Tennessee.
ior's first choice of schools was Jim tied one other, Most touchTulane. "I really wanted to go down Passes thrown In single
there," states Jim,'But thenPm game, 3. With these records
not sorry I finally came toKoo- If s no wonder Gulce was on
the Ohio Valley Conference
> All-star first team and an honorable mention All-America small
Charlic Brown.
collage pick.
must qou always
With all the accomplishments
Jim has made for himself there
take me so
have got to be a few thrilling
Hteraltq?
moments he's had.
'One of
my biggest thrills Is the six
touchdown passes I threw In two
years against Austin Peay.
Actually that is only Ova
quarters of play," Jim wanton
saying,
"I guess the biggest
thrill came when I was a fresh-
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YOU'LL
FLIP,
CHARLIE
BROWN
n
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THE NEW

PEANUTS*
CARTOON BOOK!

by Charles M. Schulz

I

at your <oll«gt
'■WrtltkrV "V
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Alcindor Speaks

Colonels Receive Awards

PITY TAXI
CITY

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400

ALL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE

Green's Barber Shop

Your "I. D." CARD
Makes You Eligible for
Special Consideration

Canf ield Motors

SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF HAIRCUTS
INCLUDING RAZOR CUTS,
AND HAIR STYLING

OLDSMOBILE

MONPRKD OPTICAL

All Makes Serviced

3Ih? Inivrraity. &hap

JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS

►»-...■■

Across From Kroger.—Phone 623-4010

Hilt, RinehVt
•Kan and winstin, lac

over*
*

case

"ft* JTT Shop's

STTATTH Mm Mm

Football Contest
Place an X in the box of tha team you
THINK WUl WIN Saturday. Oct. 14

"Figure On Banking With Us"
1W0 CONVENIENT

Estimate the total yardage of the EKU
gama for the tie breaker.

IOCATIONS-

Entries Mast Be In The U-Shop By 12 Noon
Saturday. Oct. 14

- MAIN STRUT * BIG Mil AVENUE

D EASTERN
□ INDIANA
D PURDUE
D NOTRE DAME
D GEORGIA
D KENTUCKY
0 WABASH

D BAYLOR
Q SYRACUSE
D MICHIGAN

-ARROW*-

ttflt \wA a labri*.

the shirt for young moderns
Here's s luxurious blend
of 65% Dacron* polyester and 35% cotton
that is completely wash-and-wear.
ARROW Decton defies wrinkles...
stays neat and fresh all day long.
We have a wide selection
of collar styles to
choose from in white and
fashion colors
for this season.
•OnTMa-tH

ajjaa (Jan

for contacts

.-:

Limit One To A Cnsremsr

And it's tttt with any merchandise you buy at
OJlir Univrraitn fchop on your campus.

..

ADDRESS

212 Water Street

Otyr ItttttrTBtttJ §l|0p
Miami U.
Ohio State U.
U. of Cincinnati
West Va. U.
Eastern Ky. U.

NORTHWOOD
IOWA
OHIO STATE
SOUTHERN CAL.
MISSISSIPPI
VIRGINIA TECH
FRANKLIN
ARKANSAS
NAVY
MICHIGAN STATE

MEN'S OR LADIES PRINGLE SWEATER

NAME

LENSINE

Q
D
G
D
LJ
a
Q
D
□
G

THE U-SHOP PRIZE THIS WEEK IS A

It's a rrrtififatp of quality and mtvtor.
a guaratitrr of rrotuunu and frirnolinraa;
a warranty of traditional atnlr and proper fit.
You get one with every
bottle of Lensine. e
removable contact lens
carrying case. Lensine,
by Murine is the new.
all-purpose solution
for complete
contact lens care.
It ends the need
for separate
solutions for
wetting, soaking
and cleaning your
lenses. It's the
one solution for
all your contact
lens problems.

i

Bowling Green U.
Purdue U.
Ohio U.
U. of Kentucky

212 WATER ST.
The nation's largest group of apparel shops catering
exclusively to college students.

- ,r

.-J-

? H

•

623-9674

OHIO STATE U.

MIAMI U.

OHIO U.

PURDUE U.

W. VIRGINIA U.

U. OF KENTUCKY

U. OF CINCINNATI

EKU

HEHB

. -V.»« BaBaeBflgM^HBVnnN

i
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Jim Guice-A Potent Passer
Face**")
attended
Mercer College In
says, M»m
wktte I watch Jim play not be- Macon Georgia. After his first
CHM of the way he plays bat year she transfered to the Unibecause of the tact he may be versity of Georgia. From the
U. of Georgia Jims attractive
■sit."
•I really love football, Pd go wife came to Eastern. ' 'I transwith Jim any place If he were fered here because we Just had to
We were going
to sign a pro contract," Donna be together.
with each other tor four and a
continued.
About the situation at home, half years," Donna stated.
Mrs. Gulce states •Jlm shows Donna and Jim met at a Ugh
more strain than before, but it school party. They went to
high schools and were
U a strata you have to accept. rival
He accepts imtmamr. •* dating each others best friends.
the strain goes along with that. A lot has been printed about
Pve noticed a change In Jim and what Jim thought about during
the first semester football game
It is for the bettor."
■I like being the wife of a of th season. This is how Jim
.Ur Quarterback §01really actually felt. Says Jim, "i was
something special/' Donna said really worried. I made up my
»»rly.
*Pm very proud of mind before the game that I
Jim because
to all the wasn't going to worry about Donna
and the baby, but I did anyway.
honors."
Donna will be going back to I was like in a cloud. That
classes at the start of the spring la no crutch though. I did play
term. She only needs three more a lousy game. I couldn*s wait
semesters to graduate.
Her to get back to Richmond that
major Is elementary education. night." The football team arDonna sort of played musical rived back on campus at about
and
Jim went
colleges before actually settling 2:00 a.m.
down here at Eastern. When she straight to the hospital. He
stayed with Donna almost the
graduated from high school whe
<

Terrace Helpy-Selfy
Coin Operated Laundry
"If you're too busy studying to do your wash,
let our attendants do it for you.'*

2 Hocks off W. Main,
Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

Ume

until Colleen was

wlth

Jlm

and

Domm

Staying
until UM young couple gats adjusted to the new member of
the family Is Donna's mother,
Mn. Bruel. Mrs. Bruel lives
In Miami, Fla.
She nays, "Pm very proud of
Jimmy. He la a level-headed
mature, great boy. I think they
(Donnm and Jim ) are happy.
That's the most Important thing."
What was the ractlon of Mrs.
Bruel when she learned of the
baby being born? She says, "I
cryed as soon as I found out.
I like the word GRANDMOM.

This year marks the 300th
anniversary of John Milton's
•Paradise Lost." Milton received the small sum of fifteen
pounds for this most famous
epic poem. Considered one of
the finest pieces of English literature the poem was written
while Milton was blind.
He
dictated to his daughter.

Crott Country
(Continued from Page Four)
Nichols and Arnold finishing
tenth.
Commenting on his championship team Coach Smith said, "Our
boys went to Florida to win and
we were especially fired up for
the Florida meet as some observers have called Florida the
finest team In the South.
"When you consider all the resources Florida has you must
admit it was a great accomplishment for us. Our boys are champions from the first to last boy
and they nave put Eastern In <&e
eyes of the athletic world once
again Just as they did In 1985 when
they defeated Iowa, Illinois and
Indiana."
Saturday morning at 10 a.m.
Eastern will ran against theOblo
Valley Track Club at the Madison Country Club. It will be
one of two chances for Eastern
fans to see this great club.

Semi-Formal Homecoming Selections Vary il

Industrial Education Club Elects
Officers For 67-68 School Year
JUDY WIGLESWORTH
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
The Industrial Education Club
held its first meeting of the
current school year Wednesday,
Oct. 4 Ralph Estes and Jerry
Scott were elected committee
men for homecoming.
Mr. Ralph W. Whalln, chairman of the Department of Industrial Education and Mr. Dale
R. Patrick, assoclato professor
of Industrial Arts, were the distinguished guest speakers.
Mr. Whalln gave a detailed
history of the Industrial Art Department from 1808 until the
present Ume. He told of the
various buildings In which the
Industrial Art Department had
. been housed, the latest one hav-

ing been completed In 1964 .
Mr. Patrick reported on the
upcoming Kentucky Industlral
Education Association (K.I.E.A.)
convention to be held on November 3-4 In Louisville. He urged
all club members to attend If
possible, In order that the club
might win the award tor the
best attendance.
The club also announced its
officers for this year at this
Ume. They are: Jim Crouch,
ShelbyvUle, president; Pat Kllroy Louisville, secretary; Jerry
Scott Eubank, treasurer; David
Klncild, Versailles, public relations
chairman;
George
Karnes, Urbana, Illinois sargeatn - at - arms; and Damon
Pence, BeattyvlUe; activities cU-k
rector.

BYJAMIE HOUNCEHLL
sequins. However, sexiness Is
The Homecoming Dance to be not as subtle and simplicity is
bald neat week Is among the more usually the key to a striking
formal student events on campus silohette.
each year.
Velvet and crepe are among
Moat of the queen candidates favorite raven fabrics that Inwear floor-length dresses. Since clude both matte and shiny surthe dance is semi-formal, though faces. Long dresses are exmany girls prefer from snort tremely elegant la these luxformats to cocktail dresses.
urious black materials, bat they,
Donna Bowman has an outfit of course, are not worn with
perfect for the evening. Her black stockings like the tiny,
white crepe dress is styled with total-look dresses.
a plain - shaped boat neckline
Seml-formals are, of course,
and three Quarter length, bellshaped sleeves that are decorat- offered In a wide range of colors
ed with a wide band of white as well. They should be caresequins below the elbow. Re- fully chosen according to the
flecting pastels sequins also cir- Individual's taste as much as by
cle the hem of the straight dress. the person's own coloring.
The numerous techniques In
ACCESSORIES ADD SPARKLE
Added effect Is offered by her styling also help to make the
sequined purse. An evening bag buyer's preference the limit.
The trend this year in dressy
to match most any attire a girl
may choose can be found: bro- apparel is toward the achievecade, pearl, velvet and beads. ment of a look of feminity, but
The same la true of shoes. one's own creativity and deDonna selected white sling heels sires should be the chief guideline tor selecting from the great
with fabric bows.
Jewelry for most girls, as variety of colors, styles and
for Donna Includes dangling ear- fabrics.
rings. They are eompletmetlng
to the very short hair styles
and up-dos alike , besides being
especially nice for formal wear.
The piercing erase baa, of
course, Increased their populatlry.
BLACK STOCKINGS
FOR EVENING WEAR
This costume offers great posslbiltly for white stockings. Bat
here's where black comes into
the picture.
Black stockings
are gaining favor mw white
and colors, consequently bringing black dress so popular for
dressy occasions of the past
several years. The all-black
look, however, is all-new.
To be ' worn In the evening
with low-heeled black shoes,
the hosiery ranges form opaque
black, semi-opaque, and all degrees of sheerness to fishnets,
open work crochet and other patterns Including black stockings
with even blacker coin dots In
the weave.
For short skirts many girls
need the longer - looking
legs created by black stockings.
For this reason they are great
for daytime wear as wall. Stores
have the many versions as
regular nylons or as tights.
Unbeatable for black tie par204 E. Main St.
ties, the black outtft affords all
the feminine characteristics of
pastels such as bows lace and
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GUTS

TO
PLEASE
Anyone
Anytime

MANY
MOONS

STOP ■■■ SNACK at

BURGER BROIL
For A Dazzling Homecoming Week
Donna Bowman looks sparkling in her white crepe dress
with shimmering white sequins around skirt and sleeves.
Accessories include a white sequined evening purse, dangling
white earrings and white sling heels. Donna Is also the
Progress Homecoming Queen candidate.
—Progress Photo by Trent Strickland

ANTIQUES
AND GUTS

■1
• ']

The Homo of MM ftmoeiJI5c Hamburgers
CM French Fries.
Shakes:

Vanilla • Strawberry e Chocolate

Broiling makes the difference
West

MOM

Street

Richmond. Ky

Officer, of the Industrial Dducation Club Pat KlUroy, treasurer left, and David Klncaid, public relations chairman, sell
a membership to the club to David Dwell. They sold a total
of 212 memberships. -Progress Photo by Dwaine Rlddell

Alpha Chi Lamabda
Name* Sweetheart
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At Eastern she has been an
active member of the K.Y.M.A.
Club Eastern Concert Choir,
and the Messiah Choir. Also,
Linda play's the piano and organ.
She will be Alpha Chi Lam
bda's nominee tor Homecoming
Queen.

A

tyUu* • • tkk& Mwkj

BUS STATION

s

Alpha Chi Lambda Fraternity
proudly announces Its sweetheart
for the 1967-68 school year as
Miss Linda Carol Powell. She
Is a twenty-year-old green-eyed
blonde from MonUcello, Kentucky.
Linda Is a Junior Elementary
Education major with plans of
becoming a guidance counselor.

UNDA POWELL

WATI« 9T.
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The Homecoming Dance is soon
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So ...
Select your dress
Now ... from
The Large Assortment Available
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Our heather hued jerseys go more places, more often!

ca

A SSI

Soft autumn leaf colorings, seen to greatest advantage
on simple skimmers. Both these smart looks styled in
sleek rayon jersey backed with acetate tricot for body
and crease resistance. Both take shape via subtle seam
detailing. Gold, orange, brown, or green.

ST.

D

Pleated skirt skimmer for size* 12 to 20. $10
Stovepipe neck skimmer tor sizes 10 to 18. $9

p*e»:ei*jT'»
-awl

The Little House

Our fashions never say how much ... just how right!

SU ABOVt STORY

Ukelf?
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International Education
Opens New Programs
Bagfcttnliig its first year at
MM University^ the Office of Inearaatlona) Education la coowith study abroad and
programs, summer
stwfy lnstltutulons and general
stadias opportunities.
■ la under the direction of
Dr. Thomas F. Stovall, vlcepreeldent for academic affairs.
Mace Eastern doaa not offer
a* eichante prog ram of Its own,
this office la trying to channel
interested students Into presently existing programs. These
stlrtonts usually demonstrate a
atrong
Interest In foreign
language.
Another major area of Interest Is the International students
oa the university campus. There
are approximately 20 registered
at Eastern this fall. They represent a cross section of Latin
America, Asia, and the Near

East students. The office la
trying to discover and correct
any problems these students face
and help foreign students adjust
to the University and Richmond,
la December 1M6 an International Education Committee
was established at Eastern. A
survey la presently underway
seeking the oversea* Interests

EKU Instructor Compiles Data On Climate
through the cooperation of state the project
climatologlst A. B. Elam at Early records contained such
weather Items as 'Ed Jones' cow
Lexington.
Another source of Information was struck by lightning," says
was Clyde Collier of the national Monsebroten. "Some days were
weather records center, Ash- blank because 'Charlie was sick
evllle, N. C, who supplied the and didn't come Into work toproject with microfilm of weath- day."
Monsebroten did an extensive
er data from 1884 to 1909.
The student assistants tab- study, analysis and condensation
ulated most of the data, each of weather date for Grand Forks,
working ten hours a week during N. D. tor his thesis at toe
the spring semester of 1967. University of North Dakota.
"Now, he says, "someone can
Monsebroten and Schwendeman
designed data sheets which, when do the same thing for Richfilled, were bound Into toe four mond, using the material we
books containing the results of have compiled.

Someday a Richmond weatherman will cite the hottest July 4
on record, or the coldest
December In 40 years.
And be will be Indebted to a
painstaking, thorough study Just
completed by Dale R. Monsebroten, Instructor of geography
and three student assistants.

with a grant of $870 from
Faculty Research funds at EastThis six member committee ern, Monsebroten and his helpcollected widely scattered
la working to fulfill all pos- era
sibilities of the International Ed- weather data, copied Information
standard forma devised with
ucation Act paaaed In 1866 by on
aid of geography - geology
the 89th Congress.
The act the
chairman Joseph R. Schwendeprovides a system of grants to man,
and men bound both monthly
colleges and universities In the
and
yearly
sheets of the date.
United States tor the development of studies In foreign coun- Now, a weather researcher
tries tor both graduate and un- may consult a book with ten
dergraduate students.
yeara of records, each aa
A reception and dinner tor the CUmatologlcal Data for RichInternational students will be held mond, Kentucky, 1884-18M, or
to officially welcome them to be may compare monthly data
Eastern on Oct. 24.
In booka devoted to January,
(February, or any other month.
There are two copies of each
book.
Monaebroten acknowledged a
great debt to chemistry professor Thomas Herndon, who
kept records from 1946 to 1068
as a Cooperative Weather Rercher for the United States
Weather Bureau.
Monsebroten also gathered Information tor 1914-1966 from
climatologies! records, largely

Bl contacts of new faculty mantra.

"One has to have a minimum
of 30 to 38 years of climate
records before be can give an
accurate statistical analysis of
the climate of a place," he said.
For the first time, a description of Richmond's climate
—a scientific description—will
be possible.
Monsebroten's student aides
were James Taylor of Wllllamsburg, Ohio, now a graduate assistant at the University of
Tennessee; Larry Larese, a
Junior from Export, Pa.; and
Douglas Trpartway, aJualorfrom
aahtohula, Ohio.

DRIVE IN THEATRE
4 Miles South on U.S. 85
Berea Road—Ph. atS-1718

Ends Friday
Adllrt* O-JV
MOONLIGHTING
WIVES"
Ann Maroarat

MADE IN PARK"
Saturday
Joseph Cotton
"GREAT SIOUX
MASSACRE"
'IS PARIS BURNING"
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Kessler's
Starts Sun., Oct. 15
Dal Reeves
Ray Drusky
THE GOLD GUITAR1
In Cater

Gifts For All Occasions
•

I

RICHMOND

GOODWIN'S

RICHMOND'S ONLY

w
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DISCOUNT JEWELER ,
Beg/ley Next Door—CtS-ltM

•
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GIFT SHOP

GENE'S SHOP

Greeting Cards

Sealing Wax and Seal

Smtnt S4*jk
COLLEGE and CAREER
Tots 'N Teen.

Look ox amort as you aro
In our

n
li
N. 2nd St.

Graduate Record
Exams Required
Dr. Thomas D. Stovall VlcePresldent tor Academic Affairs,
has announced that all seniors
planning to graduate In January
May or August will take the
aptlfude section and one appropriate advanced teat of the
Graduate Record Examination on
Jan. 13. The aptitude tests will
be administered In the morning
and the advanced tests In the
afternoon.

WOMEN'S APPAREL

Richmond weather records have been tabulated and bound into a permanent record
by geography professor Mr. Dale Monsebroten (left). Also pictured are Dr. Joseph

pay $12 to take these tests. Second, be will have an opportunity
to learn if be meets the necessary score requirements tor
The scores will be used tor entrance Into graduate schools.
the development of local norms Most graduate schools and many
on the Graduate Record Exam- employers require GRE scores
ination. A student's scores on from their prospective graduate
these tests will not Influence students or employees. A stuhis eligibility to graduate.
dent may transmit Ms scores
Bach senior will realise sev- on these tests to selected graderal benefits from taking these uate schools if he so desires.
tests In addition to performing Third, he will learn how he
a service tor his University. compares with college seniors
First, he will have an opportunity nationally on these tests.
to participate In the Important Detailed procedures for regiGraduate Record Examination stering for this examination will
testing program at no cost to be announced upon the arrival
himself.
Ordinarily, students of the registration materials.

Schwendemann. chairman of the department
of geography and geology: Larry Larese and
Douglas Treadway.
—Progress Photo by Trent Strickland

WELCOMES ALUMNI
AMD STUDENTS
TO
HOMECOMING
NORTH SECOND STREET

gMrtMteB

C&cti tie. TtoxfRunnerf
atyourTtynoufh'Pealers.

Ph. 623-4200

M00HBAY «7A(!imOT

i

IDEAL CAFE
THE BEST PLACE

k •

TO EAT

STOP IY FOR A DELICIOUS
BREAKFAST. WE OPEN AT 4 A.M.

Featuring
Central Kentucky's Finest
Curb - Dining Area
- COME AS YOU ARE —

CHAR BROIL STEAKS &
BROASTED CHICKEN

YARDLEY

It's SLICKERe Up Polish or LONDON LOOK" Lipstick
to dazzle your lips like city lights! Each one is a real
whistle—on Its own glitter-chain!
SLICKER* Lip Polish in frothiest white, neon peach, glitter gold.
LONDON LOOK'" Lipstick In 2 pinks and mauve.
$1.50

241 W. MAIN STREET
PHONE 423-9841

i

RICHMOND. KY.

ON SALE
AT

(tRyftyV j

DRUO
STORE

^klhe new Plymouth Road'Runner
V no* m your Plymouth D&lerS
Hhetemebeatgoeson.^f
IMT lamer Broa — »»i

FOR THAT LATE SNACK WE
ARE OPEN UNTIL 2 A.M.

|/@OK for
M00MRAV BBYAURAWY'

EVERY DEPARTMENT FEATURES SALE PRICES
Here's an Outstanding Buy!

DIAMOND

RINGS

w<

•

•

SKIRTS

3.68

■■■■tn.ay Estates' •Unt, aanasfj aewaaeal from w«a kmwi
mmkf. WMleas, ■eaeaawapi asafreeii -«i •*•» ta Udi
«t« and tmmrt A4B*. MM calm mod klM* plaidi. 21 I.
Abe HaaUIHWT PtlJS eun lime la MM mUn.

BETTER SKIRTS

V'
FLAIR

McCORD

FROM eiOO

SLACKS
SPECIAL

3.68

Regular $5.98 Quality
Trim and smoothly comfortable fitting stacks
youll e.?ioy wearing ttandh-.g, sitting and
walling, longed tS% wor, and 15% nylon
blends in solid csfavs, cUdu and p
fteeslMM

'WHERE
CREDIT IS

Jewelr^^wAysGooD'
134 Wast Mala

Women's and Misses
Smartly Styled and
Carefully Tailored

t. •aft •■)■»

S^Ucl Em*/... Of^k
Will rW an Lay-Away

t •. M.

Nip Stitch Skirts in So'ids,

$6.98

i
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RICHMOND
SUPPLY
STORE

KAY
HARMONY
GIBSON
Complete Line Off
Schwinn Mcyctes
New And Used
We Trade Or SeN
Complete Line Of
Mailed Accessories
Phone 623-1398
221 W. Main

Numerous Opportunities

Freshman Brightens Life With Folk Singing Qffered Through Grants
BY KAREN TEHAN
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
When you're young, have a
(vibrant personaltly and are loadad with talent, all the world
truly Is a stage.
Such is the case for Sue
Logsdon, 17-year-old freshman
folkslnger, from Louisville, Kentucky.
Sue made her campus singing
debut by performing at the freshman talent show and at the SingAlong presented by the Association Childhood Education
Club In the ravine, where she
sang with Carolyn Murphy, a
senior from Ashland, Kentucky.
Sue said that she also had the
privilege of singing for * Jason"
the well - known mascot for
Gamma Delta Tau. It seems
she was walking down town during Orientation week when she
met up with Jason and one of
the fraternity members. The
boy ordered her to sing to Jason,
and that's exactly what she did.
Before coming to Eastern Sue
had gained quite a wealth of
singing experience. She started
out performing with a well-known
Accordlan orchestra in the
Louisville area called the Chordlans for which she both played
the accordlan and sang. Among
the many trips made by the
Chordlans was a performance
at the New York World's Fair.
Sue also sang with a U.S.O.
show in Fort Knox when she

was 13 and when in high school
started a group called the Red
Cross Show Stars. This group
put on shows at her high school
hospitals community clubs and
at Fort Knox,
While In high school Sue also
sang with rock and roll bands
at school dances every chance
she got.
In addition to the accordlan,
which she has been playing since
she was eight years old. Sue
also plays the guitar and the
bongos.
She has not limited herself
to music alone, however. While
In high school she played basketball and hockey and is on
the hockey team here at Eastern.
In her senior year at
Angela Maricl High School she
was chosen Hiss Senior and Most
Popular.
Sue said she still performs
with a group called the Royal
Dukes' in Louisville, which plays
music for the older set. When
asked if she would rather sing
with a rock and roll band Sue
replied, *I don't care, fust as
long as I get to sing."
Although she has no aspirations
to be a professional singer, Sue
does take her music seriously.
She loves to sing anytime, anyplace and Jokingly calls her guitar
-her second body."
Her plans for the future are
Indefinite. She has a major in
Psychology but does not yet know

what she will do with it. One
thing she Is planning to do this
year Is to help the Newman
Club with their Folk-Song Massee a very new and different
type of church singing.

After talking to Sue Logsdon
one thing Is very apparent; there
BY JURAN PARKS
1» » 8"1*"* deal °* *"J*nt *° b* PROGRESS STAFF WRITER
found on Eastern's campus^ If
we Just make a little effort to
ft is Eastern's desire that
ttnA it.
everyone receive a college educatlon. Therefore to help the
students who attend Eastern, they
offer «jtiaii«^«i assistance.
E.K.U. offers many scholarships, all of which are based on
academic achievement and fl"M>|«1 need. Any student who
meets these criteria would be
eligible for a scholarship; however, most scholarship recipteots win come from the top io
per cent of their respective grid■tiHrm classes.
Education Opportunity Grant
The Higher Education Act of
I860 Initiated a program of EducaUooal Opportunity Grants.
Once the amount of need Is
determined, the institution's award of an Educational Opportuntty Grant to a student shall
not exceed one-half of the total
amount of a student's total flnancial need.
For example, If a student snows
a genuine financial need for $800
per year and satisfies all the
other eligibility requirements
nts or her SOttaosjOJI E.O.G!
stlpeoed could not exceed $250
The other $280 would be proTided by the institution In the
form of loans, scholarships,
tuition remission and employmeat programs other than the
Federal Work-Study Program,
E.o.G. recipients who during
the previous academic year at
E.K.U. received grades placing
them in the upper one-half of
their classes, will receive the

Sidney Clay Cafeteria will hold
their grand opening Thursday,
October 12, from 10 a.m. to
o:30 p.m. There will be a free
„,*. giV60 ^ wery mml.
Three specials will be oxfared on their menu, which will
Include a wide variety of meats
and vegetables,
The cafeteria is offering many
new ideas for the students conveolence. The hours for the caf eteria will be from 10 a.m. to
8:30 p. m., without any breaks
between. This will tend to reduce the site of the line as well
as make it more convenient on
°>* student who has a heavy
schedule and can't seem to find
die time to eat.
The cafeteria will also offer
more grill Items, such as hot
dogs, hamburgers, and other
sandwiches,
Charcoal-broiled steaks will
n-w lt6mg
***!**■
"•»?"
to
* csmpus. ■* «• cafeteria will
8
A u
P" ** • "■»
Carte menu.

an additional $200. known as
the 'Incentive Award."
A student will be able to continue to hold an E.O.G. only if
he is making satisfactory progress as a full-time student In
Us undergraduate course of
study.
The United States Aid Fund
is a Pprivate non-profit corPora5on wmc? enoorslrioan.
t™
.™™ MtcW£****•
ffn.nrt.1 <t«Httat
by K^Tl
hometown
Ions of deserving individuals who
are either currently enrolled or

steak, chop sirloin, 8 os, club
steak, filet of sole, chicken, and
pork tenderloin. When the dinner Is ordered. It will Include
meat, two vegetables, salad,
bread and butter. All drinks
and desserts are extra.
If a abort order is preferred,
tte
»h,a*nt ""a*4 oroer «nr»mp,
«*b-eye stoak sandwich, spagettl
WlUl meat
W
b U
*»UCe
*****
* *i
hamburgers,
hot dogs,
or other
a-nrt-i-h..
cn
"%h" ";

Sue Logsdon, a 17-year-old freshman, relaxes in the ravine
with her constant companion, a guitar. She has played the
stringed instrument since she was in grade school. >•
—Progress Photo by Trent Strickland

Our Cook Gets A Day Off!

row up to $1,000 per academic
year and full-time graduate students may borrow up to $1,500
per year. These loans carry
an Interest rate of 8 per cent
beginning with the date on which
the loan Is made,
Repayments begin on the first
day of the 10th month following
graduation, repayments begin
within thirty days. Repayments
.
Clay Cafeteria Sets

are made In monthly installations
which usually are not less $25
or more than $100 per month.
For students qualifying, the
federal government will pay 6
per cant Interest from the date
the loan is made until repayments are due to begin and 3
per cent Interest during the period of repayment.
To qualify tor this assistance,
a student must be from a family
whose adjusted income does not
exceed $8,000 per year.

MADISON
I A QUITS QUAY/

Grand Opening
m
■*"
t

HURRY
SUNDOWN
ftutMsovitoManr-

J9tLSo f

MICHAEL
CAINE

ALF1E
HORROR SHOW ««T

MUCUS ■sTusesfltan.

» .**?'•. _*»!JPg*g,g »ervice and a much wider variety
!UChJJ,,l0!L m
2 F?™2I « food to choose from. The
2L
EEL **£
Jlgjg?.*
erf****
ba. mad. it
know that
thebank
or other
financial in- „,
n^m^
for expansion of
stltutlons.
.the menu to further Improve the
Under this program full-time wl^ J, f00d8 ^nTiiioralhan
undergraduate students may bor- weicomed.
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-ANDREWS "»-'«»PLUMMER
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PUT'EMON?

Does Yours?
RESTAURANTS

©cpa©az^[LS
RESERVED SCAT SERVICE
BETWEEN

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
LOUISVILLE
5:00 PM 1ST
7:00 P.M. EST

Lv. Student Union Mda.
Ar. Louisville
. .
.

Lv. LontivEU

.

7:30 PM 1ST
9:30 PM EST
(7.60

.

Ar. Student Union Mdcj.

Round Trip

CINCINNATI
Pridoy
Lv. Student Union Hdg
...
Ar. Cincinnati
.
....
Seeder/
Lv. Cincinnati
....
Ar. Student Union Mda..
.
Round Trip Pare

5:00 PM EST
8:00 PM EOT

8:30 PM EOT
9:30 PM 1ST
$7.50

SUN SIREN
Model No. 180

For Men and Women $1.98 to $6.98

Mew
tefttf^v'eDme...
lt& a whole new kicK
in Shaving /

Operation Dates: September 22, 29
bor ft, 13.

Round trip tickets and reservations available at
STUDENT UNION BUILDING on Theredays at 4
to 7:30 PM EST.
Round trip tickets and reservations may oho be
obtained by ca*ftng the GREYHOUND MIS STATION. PHONE 423-2810.

CIW7. ColfO'. 'oW-ol... Co~po", S«.

f

Th. Fl,,.g Kb*.' T«vfido. ...-,.9. 14 » NTT. A8C TV

COOL-RAY POLAROID
YEAR-ROUND SUNGLASSES
YOU ONLY GET THEM
WHEN YOU SEE THIS TAG
"Cool-Hiy" T.H. Rtf by Cool-Ray, Inc.

■

Ipok for the tune-green can

Oeto-

'3

■ ■■■B ■■■■ !-r\-i_

/

G0GRFYH0UND

o

"Polaroid" la tka rtintarod tradamara of Polaroid Corp./

( &cf£ep*J

ON SALE AT I

CORNER OP MAIN A SOUTH 2nd STREETS

LIME. REGULAR
AND MENTHOL

i

I
> i

HUff 1rlM) AWTHlti* ■"■^
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The Making Of A Detailed Study Of Mammals And Their Habits

'

TO utxe
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■V
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Truetone® Solid State Stereo

Irrteri

Four speakers!
4-speed changer!
Speakers swing out
or separate! 4DC6885

'associate store

133 W. IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

(Top left) Dr. James Wallace, left, examines a rodent skull
with Ronald Houpe, biology major from High Bridge. (Above)
Houpe and Dennis Bueml, Cleveland, Ohio, extricate a cave
rat from one of 200 traps that Dr. Wallace's Mammalogy
class has stationed throughout Madison County. See story
on page one.
—Progress Photos by Trent Strickland

■irORI YOU CRACK UN

Biology Film Explores Rivers
And Interesting Wildlife Areas
■Wild Rivers of North Amerl- Throughout the film, a great
ca" was the first film presented emphasis was placed on the lmby the Eastern Biology Depart- portance of the great waterways
ment and the National Audubon and the significance of the preSoclety in the 1067-88 series, servatlon of them and the wlldThe wildlife film, which was life that depends on them for
shown In the Hiram Brock And- existence.
ltorlum on October 5, was narrated by John D. Bulger who Is The second film of meAudubon
known for colorful photography series will be shown on November
of wildlife and natural re- 2, and will deal with The ensources,
tamed Olympics" filmed by WalThis movie was filmed over a tor H. Berlet.
period of four years and Includes
the study of such areas as those Tickets for the movies ard
surrounding the Allagash, St obtainable from Mr. A. L. Whltt,
Lawrence, Hudson and Buffalo Jr. of the Eastern Biology■DeRivers, as weU as pristine Partment or by phoning 628-7523,
streams In the Northwest Territories.
A few of the wild creatures
shown in the movie were the
nutria, mink, fisher, and pine
maton; caribou, beluga, curlew,
and ptarmigan.

Keep control of yout steering... keep out
of trouble... keep "ITIMUNO WOISUIJ'
OUT! Any steering difficulty wami 01
thete motoring menaces, of wheel
unbtUnce sod ptrts west—of pouibli
neering control loss, blow-outs, ACCIDENT. Pool 'em!... Let us correct your
car with our foolproof, scientific slA*
equipment NOW
ThaikYiirliptirMiRFsf
The Acddefif That
Didn't Hoppwn"

We think you will find our cleaning, laundry and
alteration departmenets to be second to none.
Visit us often for satisfied service.

SHIRTS ARE OUR SPECIALTY

MODERN Dry Cleaners
& Laundry
220 East Irvine Street

Randall-Logsdon

Next To Kroger Parking Lot

Wheel & Axle Service

130 Big Hill Ave.

Phone: 628-2840
110 West Irvine Street
Richmond, Kentucky # 4°47S

Across From The Colonel Drive In

FULL-FASHIONED
BAN-LON*

BROOKVIEW
America's favorite knit shirt
because it's first in comfort
and good looks! Knit to fitno underarm bind. Pop it in

Medtl 90BPN9aP-Cob.it

WCSTtNQHOUSE
9-TRANSISTOR FM/AM
MINIATURE PORTABLE
• Slide rule AM & FM tuning
dials • Automatic frequency
control on FM • 24* FM whip
antenna, built-in antenna •
Efficient wide range miniature
speaker • Recessed "on/off/
volume" and tuning controls
• Earphone jack plus earphone
for private listening • Operates
on single 9 volt battery • 9
transistors, 4 diodes, 2 thermistors.

I
I

Micoms YOU

BACK TO RICHMOND
MONORIAL AUTOMATICALLY
WASHES
YOUR CAR IN JUST 2 MINUTES AND THE
DRIVER NEVER LEAVES THE CAR

50Y

JUST 2 MHUTIS

7»

WASH & WAX

mmm

LOCATIONS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
JUST OFF OF EASTERN BY-PASS ON
POTOR DRIVE

I
I
I
I

$17.88

CAMPUS
TORE

NEXT TO PURKEY'S FOOD MARKET ON
BIG HILL AVENUE.

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY

Re«.

For all of your cleaning, laundry and dlMWtiOM
while in Richmond, take MM Eastern By-Pass to
our Big HHI Avenue location and avoid the downtown traffic and the bother of finding a place to
pork-

¥ JB

«1M7 Varna r 1

57995

EASTERN
STUDENTS

*

PURITAN*

'*"*i

n^rnnvR

.^Bl H

■^^^

Ihe new Plymouth ft&dPunner
nonet your Plymouth Dealer*,
where the deatgoes on. f^

1967

OMMOrOlCrW
90xe»fOUM AMD

Urn fmmjtm «5*W

The only w& to catch
ihe TtoddPunnet is at,
your PfymouthVea/ers.

*
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THE VOICE OF EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
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EOHiHF'S BM sow

PRESENTS

Jewelry's Finest Craftsmen
MEMO TO THE LOYAL ALUMNI -

YOU'VE THOUGHT ABOUT IT

• ••

L. G. BALFOUR C(X
Hie hallmark of perfection in College Rings
NOW ON DISPLAY IN 10KT
YELLOW. WHITE. & GREEN GOLD
THE ORIGINAL EASTERN RING
Exclusive At

WHY NOT GET IT?

WALLACE'S BOOK STORE

L. G. BaKour representative will be in Wallace's
Book Store in person to give full details.

THURSDAY, OCT. 19 - FRIDAY, OCT. 20

